41st ANNUAL
FABA Conference

September 29October 2
JW Marriott Turnberry
Miami, Florida

This year’s event will be a hybrid event. Attendees will have the
option to attend in person virutally. However, all presenters are
required to present in person.

Special Events

Invited Speakers

Presidential Address

• Dr. John Austin
• Dr. Matthew Brodhead
• Dr. Louis Hagopian
• Dr. Kaston AndersonCarpenter

Dr. Joshua Pritchard

Inside Behavior Analysis
Dr. Tim Vollmer & Dr, Jon Bailey

Ignites@Nite
Friday Night Social

Submit a presentation:
faba.memberclicks.net/call-for-papers

3116 Capital Circle NE, Suite 2 • Tallahassee, Florida 32308
info@fabaworld.org

Dr. Timmothy Vollmer
Keynote Speaker

• Dr. Yanerys Leon
• Dr. Janet Twyman
• Dr. Dorthea Lerman

Register at fabaworld.org
$225 Professional • $132 Student/parent
$330 Non Member

FABA 2O21

September 29 October 2, 2021

2O21

JW Marriott Turnberry
Miami, Florida

Types of Presentations

Papers

Workshops

Papers are oral presentations of a single paper given in 50
or 80-minute durations. Papers may not be accepted at the
same duration in which they were submitted (e.g., a 50
minute paper may be requested by peer reviewers to be
expanded into an 80 minute presentation).

WORKSHOPS are 3-hrs in length. Workshops will be held on
Wednesday, September 29th. All workshops must be eligible
for approval as a BCBA/BCaBA continuing education event.
They should be designed to teach new skills that may be used
by the participants. The format of the workshop MUST involve
extensive audience participation, use of handouts,
opportunities for participants to practice the skills, and/or the
use of guided notes. Note that a workshop is not a sales or
marketing event and any commercial advertising efforts are
prohibited. Any extra fees must be justified.

Symposia
Symposia consist of several speakers addressing a very
similar topic. A SYMPOSIUM is organized by the Chair of the
session who is typically not a presenter of one of the papers.
This differs from a paper session in that it features a
Discussant—a person who is prominent in the field and is not
one of the presenters. Questions from the audience are
addressed at the end of the Symposium and commented upon
by the Discussant.

Posters
Posters are visual presentations of primarily data-based
information in an attractive, easily understood format. This year
all Posters will be VIRTUAL. The presenters are asked to be
present for the first hour to answer any questions or to more
fully describe their work. Poster presentations offer a great
opportunity to share their research, receive feedback on ideas,
and network with others. Annual Ribbon Awards are
bestowed. Posters are not eligible for continuing education
credits.

Ignite
Ignite is a fast-paced, fun, thought provoking, session where
presenters share their professional passions about some
aspect of behavior analysis in five minutes, using 20 slides
that auto-advance every 15 seconds. The Ignite motto is:
“Enlighten us, but make it quick.” IGNITE presentations will be
grouped into 50-minute sessions based on similar themes. To
learn more and see great examples of 5-minute presentations,
visit http://www.ignitetalks.io

3116 Capital Circle NE, Suite 2 • Tallahassee, Florida 32308
info@fabaworld.org

Paper Session
Twenty-five minute paper presentations will be grouped
together to form 50 or 80 minute paper sessions around
similar topics. a CHAIR will be assigned by the Program
Committee reviewers to preside over the paper session (this
is often one of the presenting authors). The chair will be
assigned to introduce speakers, keep time, and act as a
main communicator between the program committee and coauthors.

Panel Discussion
Panel Discussions bring together several individuals with
similar expertise in a subject matter to discuss topics of
concern or interest among themselves and with audience
members. The organizer of a PANEL either acts as the Chair
or selects a Chairperson responsible for introducing topics
and speakers. The PANEL would be an appropriate
submission for meetings of affiliated chapters or special
interest groups. Panels are scheduled for 50 or 80 minutes in
duration but may be accepted at a different duration upon
peer review.

Meetings & Special Events
are items that need space at the conference, but do not fit
into one of the other categories. should submitted by the
intended Meeting Chair—for the purpose of discussing a
common mission or topic of interest. This is intended for
Special Interest Groups, Local Chapter, or other
subcommittees of FABA. Other examples include yoga
sessions, Zumba sessions or meet & greet events. Meetings
& Events are not eligible for continuing education credits. If
you feel that your event should receive CEUs, you are
encouraged to submit a panel or paper presentation instead.

Registration

www.fabaworld.org

